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Optimum Boundary Control of Distributed 
Parameter Systems* 
}IEINZ ]~RZBERGER AND ~/~. I~IM 
School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New Yorh 
The problem of designing an optimum controller based on a quad- 
ratic error measure is considered for a distributed parameter system 
with boundary controls. Solutions to this problem are obtained for 
the eIass of distributed parameter systems described by the N-dimen- 
sional diffusion equation. Methods for calculating optimum controls 
and trajectories are also discussed. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
More oRen than not it happens that the control action for a distrib- 
uted parameter system is restricted to lie on the boundary of the con- 
trolled region. This occurs particularly in control systems designed to 
regulate the temperature of material bodies as well as in systems con- 
taining chemical reactors. I t  is clear that controlling the state of a 
body only from its boundary is considerably more difficult than con- 
trolling its state from the interior by means of distributed controls since 
changes in the state must now be propagated from the boundary into 
the interior. Hence one would expect the propagation characteristics of
the medium to enter the control equations. Systems with distributed 
controls are not, treated here since this problem has been discussed 
previously by Wang (1964) and Wang and Tung (1963). The distributed 
parameter system considered in this paper is described by the diffusion 
equation. Therefore the result of this paper is applicable to the control 
of industrial processes having diffusion phenomena, for example, con- 
duction-type heating and cooling systems (Campbell, 1958). 
Let a distributed parameter system, defined in a closed region [t of N- 
space with boundary 0~, be described by the diffusion equation 
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O---U-u = au, u - a = m~ (1) 
Ot o~ 
where a > 0 and On~On denotes differentiation of u almong the inward 
directed normal to the boundary. The function m~ represents he bound- 
ary control and u the state of the system at any time t. 
The following control problem is now posed. Given the control in- 
terval [0, T] and the state u0 at t = 0, find that control m~* defined for 
all t C [0, T] which minimizes the following quadratic error functional: 
f( e(uo, O) = H(u,  mB, t) dt + H~ (u, T), (2) 
l ~u(s , t )Q(s ,  ' ' , = s )u(s ,  t) dgtd~' H(u,  mB t) -~ 
(2a) 
I f  ° + -~ ~1 roB2(8, t) dO~, 
H~(u, T) = ~ "y~ u(s, T)Q(s, s )u(s , T) dgtda'. (2b) 
The error functional e(uo, 0) is a function of the initial state u0 at t = 0 
and of the initial time t = 0 because the initial state determines in part 
the value of the error functional. Here Q(s, s') is assumed to be positive 
semidefinite on a X a, i.e., 
f~ ~ v(s)Q(s,s ')v(s ')  d~d~' >=0 
for all square-integrable v. Also s is the spatial vector s = (sl, • • • , sx) C 
denoting points in the closed N-dimensional spatial domain ~. Thus 
(1) is N-dimensional diffusion equation. The state u and the control 
mB are functions of the spatial vector s and the time t. The constants 
~ and ~,  3'~ > 0, ~/2 > 0, have been introduced for convenience. Also, 
whenever no confusion can arise the arguments or functions will not 
be written out explicitly. The error functional is chosen to be quadratic 
because the optimum control equation derived for this problem will 
be shown to be linear in the state variable and therefore the synthesis 
and design of the optimum controller becomes impler than those with 
nonquadratic error functional, as in the case of lumped parameter con- 
trol systems. 
The control problem as stated above could be translated irectly into a 
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problem in the calculus of variations. However, the approach taken here 
is based on dynamic programming since it has the additional advantage 
of readily ielding a synthesis of the optimum controller, as will be seen. 
Thus one introduces the minimum error functional E(u, t) defined as 
follows: 
E(u,  t) = rain e(u, t) 
mB 
or  
E(u, t) = rain H dt' + Hdu, t) . (2c) 
mB,t<t' ~T ~ t 
Note that e(u, t) is the error function with the initiM state u at the initial 
time t and that E(u, t) is the minimum error functional over the interval 
t < t' < T. From (2) and (2c) the minimum error functional with 
the initial time t = T, E(u, T), is given by 
l £ fo  , ,  E(u, T) = -~ 72 u(s, T)Q(s,s )u(s , T) d~dgt'. (2d) 
The next step is to apply the dynamic programming principle to the 
minimization of the error functional (2) (Bellman, 1957). From (2) 
and (2e) the error functional satisfies the following relation 
f r H + H~ (u, T) - E(u, t) >= O. (2e) dt' t 
The relation in (2e) can be written as the following minimization prob- 
lem 
rain Hdt '+H~(u ,T )  -E (u , t )  =0.  (2f) 
mB,t<tt<T ~ t 
Moreover, the integral in (2f) is taken into two parts 
min H dt -k H dt' + H~(u, T) -- E(u, t) = 0. (2g) 
mB,t<t ' <_ T t+~ 
By the principle of optimality the minimization over the interval 
t + z -_ t' =< T is performed first. Then Eq. (2g) becomes 
• (;'+~ } 
nun ~j, gdt '  +E(u , t+( ; )  - -E (u , t )  = 0 (3) 
mB,t<t' <_i+¢ ~ t 
which in the limit as ¢ --~ 0 can be written in the following form by the 
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expansion of the integral in (3) 
o -- rain t ÷) + (4) 
m,, st t+ [ ' dt " 
The traditional Hamilton-Jaeobi equation can now be obtained from 
(4) by using the chain rule to expand the total time derivative of E 
and then introducing the constraint (1). The total time derivative can 
be expanded 
dE(u, t +) OE Ou (4a) 
dt - Ot + ~E(u, t ) -~ .  
With the substitution of (1) and (4a) into (4), the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation is obtained 
OE( u, t +) 
- min IH(u, mB,t+) +~E(u, t )Au(s , t+)} (5) 
Ot mm at t + 
In (5), ~E(u, t)Au denotes the functional derivative of E with respect to 
u in the direction Au(Celfand and Fomin, 1963). Specifically, ~E(u, t) 
is a linear functional which depends on both t and u and whose argu- 
ment is Au (Celfand and Fomin, 1963). For lumped parameter systems 
the equivalent of (5) is the well known Hamilton-Jacobi partial dif- 
ferential equation, but in this case (5) is a more complicated functional 
equation in E. 
II. SOLUT ION OF THE HAMILTON- JACOBI  EQUATION 
In seeking a solution to (5) one is guided by the fact that for lumped 
parameter systems the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be solved exactly 
for E if H is quadratic in the state and control vectors (Merriam, 1964). 
The  method of solving the functional equation (5) is similar in principle 
to the one used for lumped parameter systems, namely, it consists of 
assuming a specific form for E which is then substituted into (5) in 
order to verify its correctness. Here E is taken to be of the form 
t) = fo fo t)P(s, s', t)u(s', t) d~t d~, (6) 
where P(s, s', t) is a twice differentiable function on fi X ~t X [0, T]. 
As is shown in detail in the appendix the function P is symmetric on 
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~] X a and satisfies the following nonlinear partial differential equation: 
l! ! 
OP Q_  1 .f~ OP(s,s ,t) oP ( J , s , t )  
- o--i = ~,--~ -ca dn" On" doff '  + (As + a~,)P, (7) 
( ') , OP(s, s, t) = 0 (7a) P(s, s, t) - ~ On ~a 
P(s, s', t) = "/=Q (7b) 
where the symbols As and As, denote the Laplaeian taken with respect to. 
the s and s' variables of P respectively. If the right hand side of (5) is 
minimized over all mB for a given u, one may show (see appendix) that 
the optimum controller is given by the relation 
! 
, 1 fa OP(s, s, t) u(s', t) df~'. (8) 
~B ~"  - - - -  7t On 
Apparently partial differential equations of the type (7) have never 
been studied before in the vast literature on partial differential equations. 
Equation (7) is, of course, a Riecati equation, which is applicable 
to systems with boundary control. The next step must therefore be  to 
develop methods of solving (7) and implementing the right side of (8). 
III. SOLUTION OF THE RICCATI EQUATION FOR BOUNDARY 
CONTROL 
It is a fortuitous circumstance, as will become clear shortly, that for 
certain important ypes of Q and geometries of the surface Oft the time 
and spatial variables in (7) can be separated even though (7) is non- 
linear. First a number of facts from the theory of elliptic equations should 
be recalled. In any regular region ~ of N-space the operator A has a 
complete set of orthonormal eigenfunetions {~b~}~%1 and an associated 
set of eigenvalues {Xdi%l (Courant and Hilbert, 1953), i.e., 
( 
Furthermore, the eigenvalue X~ is negative definite and decreases without 
bound as i --* co. 
Now it is well known that the difficulties of calculating the eigenfune- 
tions of the Laplaeian for a region ~ depend critically on the geometry of 
the surface 02. Fortunately, for many regions encountered in practice 
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the eigenfunctions can be obtained by the elementary separation of 
variables method (Courant and Hilbert, 1953). In order to carry out 
this method one introduces first a set of orthogonal curvilinear co- 
ordinates uch that Oa can be constructed entirely from sections of 
coordinate surfaces. Then, if the Laplacian is expressed in terms of 
these coordinates and the solution of the eigenvalue equation 
Au = Xu, u - -  On/on =0 (10) 
is assumed to be of the form u = ¢1 X ~ X " "  X ~,  where each ~i 
is :a function of only the jth coordinate, and the assumed form is sub- 
stituted into (10), the spatial variables can be shown to separate into 
N ordinary differential equations in the unknown functions ¢~ (Courant 
and Hilbert, 1953). For many important regions uch as spheres, cubes, 
and cylinders the eigenfunctions have been calculated and studied in 
great detail (Courant and Hilbert, 1953). 
The best way to demonstrate how to solve (7) by using the above 
properties i  to carry out the calculations for a specific but important 
example of ~. Thus let ~ be the region in the circle of unit radius. In 
addition let it be assumed that all initial states as well as all random 
disturbances of those states in ~ have angular symmetry. This last 
assumption implies that at a fixed radius any member of the set of 
state function u exhibits no angular variation. Clearly polar coordinates 
satisfy the conditions et forth in the preceding paragraph. Because of 
the symmetry condition, (1) reduces to 
Ou 02u _.]_ 10u u(r, t) -Jr- a = roB(t) (11) 
Ot Or 2 r Or ' ~=I 
whereas the error measure in (2) becomes 
1 1 
g = ½ fo fo u(r,t)Q(r,r ' )u(r ' , t)rr '  drdr' + ½~lm~2(t) 
and similarly for H. Finally (7) and (8) reduce to the following form: 
_O_P Q _ 1 (OP(r, r", t) OR(r", r' t)'~ 
ot = ~-; \ 0-r ~ Or" J~=~ 
(12) (, , io) 
+ ~+~+o~+~,  P 
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( ) 1 /1 OP(r, r, t) u(r', t)r' dr'. (13) 7Tt'B*(t) = ~I Or r~ l  
The complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions { ~b~ (r) } ~1 of the spatial 
operator 
a~u 1 au 
ar--~ + - _ r Or 
are known to be zeroth order Bessel functions (Courant and Hilbert, 
]953). Since P and Q possess angular symmetry in e >( ~ and are con- 
tinuous there, one may expand them in convergent double series of the 
eigenfunctions at any time t (Courant and Hilbert, 1953) : 
P = ~. p~J(t)~/~(r)~j(r') (14) 
Q = ~ q~i¢~(r)~j(r'). (15) 
The coefficients of the eigenfunctions in (14) and (15) are given by the 
:formulas 
i I 1 1 
From a practical standpoint there is little reason to choose a weight 
function Q such that q~J # 0 if i # j, since the crossweighting of spatial 
harmonics appears to have no important physieM significance. Hence 
the coefficient matrix [q~J] of Q is assumed to be diagonal, although this 
assumption is not necessary in order for this method to work. Finally, 
it suffices to choose only finitely many of the q~ nonzero, i.e., 
M 
Q Z: " = q ). (17) 
i=1  
The reason for this assumption is twofold. First it helps one to avoid 
certain delicate convergence problems. But more importantly it has 
to do with limitations in the state measurement process. The state func- 
tion u(r, t) at any time t must be determined from physical measure- 
merits. However, ~ physically realizable apparatus can measure the 
values of u at only a finite number of points in ~ at a given time t. 
Hence the state at a given time t can be measured only approximately. 
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This reality makes it desirable to look for some finite dimensional sub- 
space which approximates the infinite dimensional state space and which 
is at the same time consistent with the accuracy and completeness of 
the state measuring process. It is well known that the most natural 
way to choose such a subspace is to use the first M eigenfunctions of A 
as basis vectors. This assumes the diffusion system is band-limited. This 
implies therefore that at each instant the coefficients u~(t) of only the 
first M eigenfunctions must be determined by the state measurement 
process. The magnitude ofM depends, of course, on the accuracy of the 
available state measuring device. The state function from which the 
control m* is calculated accordingly has the form 
M 
u(r ,  t) = 
i=1  
Once this form of the state function has been selected, it follows im- 
mediately that one needs to retain only M nonzero q", namely, those 
belonging to the first M eigenfunctions. Finally it should be mentioned 
that the preceding discussion is clearly independent of any particular ~2 
and therefore applies to the general case. 
If (14) and (17) are substituted into (12) it is easy to show that the 
coefficients p~(t) in the expansion of P satisfy the following system of 
ordinary differential equations: 
--__dP i+ _= q,~.. _ _1 ~ {pikNk N~ p~i + (~ + ~)p,:~'}, 
dt "/i ~,l (18) 
p~S(T) = 72q°, pO = 0 for io r j  > M 
where N~ = (--d¢z/dr)~=i. For a fixed value of M, the number of equa- 
tions in (18) is M(M + 1)/2, since P is symmetric and therefore 
pO' = pJl. In general the system (18) must be solved with the help of a 
computer, but if M = 1 it reduces to just one equation whose solution 
forT~ = ~/2 = l i s  
pll "~1 ( (D  + X~)Ae2D(~'-t)  D + X!) 
= N1 "-~ - 1 + Ae 2D(r-t) ' 
D 
7~ ' = D + X~ - -  (2q~Nx2/~,O " 
Assuming now that P has been cMculated, the optimum control given 
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by (13) then takes the simple form 
- - -  p N~. (19) 
"h j=i ~ i  
IV. CALCULAT ION OF  THE OPT IMUM CONTROL 
The  one remaining problem is that of calculating the opt imum con- 
trol mB*  for a specific initial condition u0(r). This problem implies that 
(11) and (13) be solved simultaneously since neither the closed loop 
response u(r, t) nor mB*(t) are known in the control interval [0, T]. 
It turns out that the simplest method of solving (11) and (19) is to 
calculate roB* first. Thus if ms* were known, then the solution to (11) 
could be wriKen in terms of the Green's function k(r, r', t -- t') in the 
following way (Courant and Hflbert, 1953); 
fo 1 OK(r, r,  t - t') u( r, t) = Or' j~,=l ~nB* (t I ) 
(20) I 
f0' + r K(r, r, t)uo(/) dr'. 
One may also write K(r, r', t - t r) in terms of the eigenfunctions ~j 
and eigenvalues Xj of the operator A, 
K = ~j ( r )~/ r ' )e  xi(t-~') (21) 
]=1 
and therefore (20) becomes 
u(r, t) = ~ ¢j(r) Nj eXJ(t-t')mB*(t') dt' + uoJe ×jr . (22) 
The coefficients of ~j(r) in (22) are precisely the u j needed in (19). 
Thus m~* satisfies the following integral equation: 
) mB*(t) --1 Nj eX#t-t')mB*(t ') d t '+  uo@ jt ~i = p N~. (23)  
3'1 j= l  i=1 
This integral equation can be converted to an Mth order differential 
equation in ms* by forming the first M derivatives of (23) and then 
eliminating the integral terms. For example, if M = 1 then (23} reduces 
to 
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FIG. 1 Flow diagram of the control system 
dmB* ( 1 dp n 1 2pll ) 
= Wl "~-~1 mB*, 
= _!  p'l(0)ul(O). 
71 
(24) 
The solution of (24) is easily shown to be 
mB*(t) = _1  pn(O)Ul(O) 
"[1 
• exp ~il dt 7x 
Having found roB* one may now use (20) to calculate the optimum 
trajectory u(r, t). 
A flow diagram of the complete system is shown in Fig. 1. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that for a diffusion system the boundary controller 
which ~mmizes a quadratic error measure has the form of a linear 
integral operator acting o  the state space of the system. The kernel 
of the operator satisfies a nonlinear partial differential equation aaalogous 
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to the Riccati equation. For certain types of regions which often occur 
in practice this equation can be solved by separating time and spatial 
variables. The method of solution is demonstrated for the ease where 
the controlled region consists of the interior of the unit circle. 
A method based on the eigenfunction representation f the Green's 
function also yields the optimum control and the closed loop response for 
any initial condition. 
An important property of the approach presented in this paper is 
that only systems of ordinary differential equations need to be solved 
in order to synthesize the optimum controller or determine the behavior 
of the controlled system. This fact remains true for any number of 
spatial dimensions. 
APPENDIX 
In order to show that (6) is a solution of (5) if P satisfies (7) one must 
substitute (6) into (5) and perform the indicated minimization over ms 
on the right hand side of (5). One begins by obtaining the derivative of 
the minimum error functional E defined in (2c) and (6). From (6) the 
linear operator 8E is 
+ ½ fo ,)e(s, s', ,> 
(A.1) 
Therefore, the functional derivative which enters into (5) is obtained 
front (A.1) 
f~ f~ ! ( l E(u, t)~u(s, t+) = ½ ~u(s, t+)P(s, s, t)u~8, t) da' da 
÷ fo fo Au(s',t+)P(s,s',t)u(s,t) dad,'. 
(A.la) 
Here the argument of the linear operator ~E(u, t) is Au(s, t+). The next 
step is to transform (A.la) with the help of the divergence theorem 
(Courant and Hilbert, 1954). The first term containing the Laplacian 
becomes with the substitution of (1), if a > 0, 
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+ 
AU(8~ + t t t )P(s, s, t)u(s, t) d~t' d~t 
f~ f~ u(s, P(s, s', t)u(s', t) d~ t+)A~ d~' 
u P u(s', t) d~t' da~t 
On On do~ 
(A.lb) 
= ~ fa u(s't+)AsP(s"z't)u(s"t)d~d~t' 
+ 1 f~ ~(s', t) d~' { f  o -  o P(~, ~', t)~<s, ~÷) d0~ 
-- fo u@,t+)G(s,s',t) da~} 
where G( s, s', t) = ( P ( s, s', t) - a( aP/ an ) (8, s', t ) )o~ and the Laplacian 
with the subscript s operating on P indicates the spatial variable s in 
P to be operated on by A. The similar expression can be obtained for the 
second term in (A.la).  Then (A.la) can be expressed as follows 
5E(u,t)u(s,t +) = ½ f~ u(s,t) dQ f~ u(s',t+)h~P(s,s',t) dQ' 
dQ 
(A.2) 
+ l f~ u(s't+) a mB(s" t+)P(s's" t) dO~' 
- f u(s, ' t +)G(s,s,t)' ' da~'. 
• I o 
In this derivation it is assumed that P is symmetric in its two sets of 
spatial variables and s' which it must be since E cannot be negative for 
fany state. The next step is to substitute (A.2) into (5) and then per 
orm the indicated minimization over mn at t +. However, before it is- 
possible to carry out this minimization one must show that u(s, t +) = 
u(s, t), even though mB is discontinuous at t. This possibility arises 
because u and mB are related by the boundary condition 
u - -  a = m~ (A.lc) 
If a > 0, the Green function representation of the solution to (1) 
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(Carslaw, 1921) is 
f0 fo  ' u(s, e) = dr' OK(s, s,  t'.) mB(s', t') don' a On t 
(A.a) 
£ ' , + K(s, 8, e)u(s, 0) da'. 
Since the first term on the right side of (A.3) goes to zero as e --+ 0, 
lim,-,0 u(8, e) becomes independent of mB• Thus, from (A.lc) a discon- 
tinuous change in mB at t affects only Ou/On and the relation u(s, t +) = 
u(s, t) exists. For example, if u represents he temperature in fa then the 
boundary condition a > 0 is interpreted physically as a very thin 
thermal insulator separating ms from the interior of ~ (Carslaw, 1921). 
Then a time discontinuity in mB generates a time discontinuity in 
Ou/On but not in [u]oa. 
Thus, for the purpose of minimizing the right hand side of (5) all 
terms containing u(s, t +) can be replaced by u(s, t). Now the optimum 
control given by (8) can be obtained from (5). The optimum control 
roB*, which minimizes the right hand side of the Hamilton-Jacobi equa- 
l)ion, (5), is found by substituting (2a) and (A.2) into (5) and setting 
to zero the function derivative of the right hand side of (5) with respect 
to~Tft B : 
or  
1L c t) = - I [P(s, s', t)]o~ u(s', t) da'. (A.aa) 
or'y1 ,Jfl 
Now mB can be eliminated from (5). From (6) the partial time deriva- 
tive in (5) is 
OE(u,t) 1an f Jaf U(s't) OP , , t) ' ' - a~td9,. (A.3b) Ot 2 - - j  u~ s , 
Equations (2a), (A.2), (A.3a), and (A.3b) are substituted into (5). 
After grouping terms the resulting equation is 
£f~/OP l fo ,, , 0 = [ -~ q- Q - a"~z a [P(s, s , t)P(s", s,  t)]ea,, doe" 
(A.4) 
+(A.--b A~,)P~u'dfldfl'--l £ f~ u(s,t)G'u(s',t) dadOa' j o~ 9, 
where 
, oR(8, 4 
G' = P(8, s,  t) -- a ~n; Ion" 
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Equation (A.4) must be satisfied for any state u. Therefore, the coeffi- 
cients of integrands multiplied by the same state function must them- 
selves be zero. But since it is also possible to change u in the interior of 
without changing them on the boundary, it follows that terms with 
different regions of integration are independent of each other and there- 
fore must be equated to zero separately. From (A.4) these observations 
yield the following two relations: 
OP(s,ots, t) Q(s, s') a2~/11 a [P(s, s , t )P(s  , s ,  t)]ou,, don" (A.5) 
-~ (A, -~- A,,)P 
( ') , OP(s, s, t) = 0. (A.6) 
G' = P(s, s ,  t) - a On' o~' 
Equation (8) results from the substitution of (A.6) into (A.3a). Also 
(7) is obtained from (A.5) by using (A.6). Equation (7), whose solu- 
tion gives P in (6) and (8), no longer depends explicitly on a in (1) 
and therefore also holds for the case a - 0. Equation (Ta) is from (A.6). 
Finally, the terminal condition P(s,  s', T) = "y~Q(s, s') in (Tb) follows 
from (2d) and (6). 
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